A two parameter perturbation estimate for solutions of a functional equation in Hubert space is derived. The estimate is applied to two parameter singular perturbation of elliptic boundary value problems with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data.
1. Consider the boundary value problem tAu + fiCu + Bu = f m /,," for 0<t^eo
and O^ju^^o, where A and B are linear elliptic differential operators of respective orders 2m' > 2m over a bounded domain D; and C is a linear differential operator of order ^ 2m'. The solution u of the above equation is to be compared with the solution u0 of Buo=fo where f-*fo as e | 0 and n J, 0. In particular, bounds of the form |«-Uo\m,D=o(eT)+o (p") in the Bessel potential space Pm(D) will be derived, assuming a like bound for the P~m(D) norm oif-fo.
For the one parameter problem obtained by setting C = 0 above, corresponding bounds have been obtained by Friedman [4] , Greenlee [5] and Huet [8] , [ö] . Extensive studies in multiparameter singular perturbation theory have been carried out by O'Malley, cf. [12] . In Greenlee [ó] a two parameter perturbation problem analogous to the above, but with C a quasilinear differential operator of order ¡2m, was considered.
In this paper a perturbation theorem for a functional equation in abstract Hubert space is proven. The theorem is then applied to differential problems of the type described above. The notation and methods of this paper are similar to those used in [5] According to a theorem of Hausdorff (cf. Aronszajn [3] ) the inequality in (2) 
and by u the unique solution in V of
In each of (4), (5) Theorem. Assume hypotheses (1), (2), (6), (7) and let u0, u be the solutions of (3), (5) Proof. Subtraction of (4) side is dominated by
which is o(jx2Tly). The theorem follows from (8), (14), and these estimates.
Observe that an explicit estimate for \u-uo\o in terms of given parameters, |«o|t, and |«o|7 is obtainable from the proof of the theorem.
3. The preceding theorem will now be applied to singular perturbation of elliptic boundary value problems with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The terminology of the theory of Bessel potentials will be used (cf. Aronszajn and Smith [2] , and Adams, Aronszajn The theorem also applies to other differential problems with smooth boundary conditions for which the conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied.
